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 [F]{}or any manufacturer to be able to succeed in the LED market,  needs to stay on top of the growing demands of
international buyers.  typically contains lots of provisions with the “standard" such as a mark or hologram on the front face of

the lens,  a marking on the back that does not affect the absorption of light, a marking on the bottom of the lamp to reflect that
the light comes from a particular manufacturer and date of production,  a marking on the end of the pipe, a marking on the

mounting bracket, a marking on the transport tube, etc. While some of these provisions are of no concern to most users, such as
the marking on the pipe, these are simply put there to prevent fraud.  has become more and more sophisticated, so that the ever-
growing number of regulations  to enforce is putting manufacturers in a state of confusion. [F]{}rom what we have discussed, it
is clear that  has grown out of the range of what we were originally designed for.  is too expensive,  is too light-efficient,  is too
short-lived,  is too fragile,  is too hard to install,  is not 100% white,  is the wrong color temperature,  has a low color rendering
index,  creates light pollution and kills animals,  needs to be very carefully adjusted, and so on. [F]{}rom this point of view, we

should be able to create  using a bulb that we consider to be attractive and do so without  becoming too light-efficient,  being too
expensive,  being too fragile,  being too hard to install,  being a poor color rendering index,  being too expensive,  being too

short-lived,  creating light pollution,  killing animals,  not being 100% white,  needing to be carefully adjusted, etc. Even though
such a bulb does not exist,  for about ten years now,  scientists have been working on a solution to , such that we can in theory
create a bulb to replace the  without  becoming too light-efficient,  being too expensive,  being too fragile,  being too hard to

install,  being a poor color rendering index,  being too expensive,  being too short-lived,  creating light pollution,  killing
animals,  not being 100% white,  needing to be carefully adjusted, etc.  Below we have the result 82157476af
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